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This report describes the research to modify and generalize the algorithm used to classify enlisted recruits into first-term specialties. The algorithm used in the pre-enlistment classification system, called the Procurement Management Information System (PROMIS), was modified to include variables relating to the return on Air Force training investment and the recruit's vocational interest. This algorithm was generalized to the post-enlistment classification case by the inclusion of two more variables—an interviewer rating of the individual and the individual's preference for the job specialty. A joint working group composed of representatives from the Air Force Manpower
and Personnel Center, Air Training Command, and the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory developed these algorithms, using an approach called Policy Specifying to model the payoff of each individual on each job. The pre-enlistment classification payoff algorithm was not implemented. The Air Training Command decided to replace the current post-enlistment classification system with the new post-enlistment algorithm and is in the process of implementation.
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PREFACE

This development supports Request for Personnel Research (RPR) 79-2, Development of a General Purpose Person-Job-Match Model for Air Force Enlisted Accessions. It was performed under work units 20770419 and 77192003, Development of the Enlisted Pipeline Management System (PMS) Person-Job Match (PJM). The work is a follow on to RPR 74-23 under work units 20770401 and 20770407 and supports the force acquisition and distribution system subthrust.

Many people have made valuable input to this effort. Major contributors from the user agencies were Maj Harry Hallman (MPCDDP), Maj D.J. Walen (MPCMS), Maj Larry Kurtz (MPCMO), Lt Scott McFarlane (MPCDD, earlier with AFHRL at Brooks AFB), Mr. Tom Beatty (MPCDDP), Maj Ben Varn (RSM), Mr. Bob Cantu (RSM), Lt Col Gordon Marham (CC/3507 ACS), Capt John Cleveland (3507 ACS), and Capt Keith Thurston (3507 ACS).

Contributors from the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory were Capt Jonathan Fast (Principal Investigator to August 1980), Mr. Manuel Pina, Capt Lynn Scott, Dr. Hendrick Ruck, SrA Tom Martin, Mr. Larry Whitehead, Ms. Janice Buchhorn, A1C Gregg Gilbert, A1C Laurel Popkin, and Sgt Susan Tobey.
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GENERAL PURPOSE PERSON-JOB MATCH SYSTEM
FOR AIR FORCE ENLISTED ACESSIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

This report addresses research and development (R&D) in response to Request for Personnel Research (RPR) 79-2, Development of a General Purpose Person-Job Match Model for Air Force Enlisted Accessions. Under this RPR, the Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center (AFMPC) and the Air Training Command Recruiting Service (ATC/RS) asked the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) to modify and generalize the algorithm used by the Air Force to classify enlistees into their first term occupational specialties. This algorithm was imbedded in the Person-Job Match (PJM) portion of the Air Force Procurement Management Information System (PROMIS). AFHRL had assisted in the development of the original PJM algorithm under RPR 74-23, Development of an Advanced PJM System for Air Force Enlistees for Use in the All-Volunteer Environment. The development of this original PJM algorithm, implemented in November 1976, was documented by Hendrix, Ward, Pina, and Haney (1979). A major part of the RPR 74-23 effort was to model the Air Force payoff policy of classifying any given recruit into any given specialty. A policy modeling approach called Policy Specifying, discussed in Ward (1977), was used to develop part of the original algorithm.

After PROMIS was implemented in 1976, several needed improvements were identified. Through RPR 79-2, the Skills Management Branch, then identified as AFMPC/MPCMS, asked AFHRL to generalize the PJM classification algorithm to handle classifications of new recruits either before or after their enlistment. PROMIS had been designed to classify only the pre-enlistment recruits as part of the Recruiting Service's job reservation system. RPR 79-2 also called for the addition to the algorithm of new variables relating to the Air Force's return on training investment.

II. APPROACH

The major focus of RPR 79-2 was to modify the classification payoff algorithm, that is, the formula that assesses a single payoff value to each potential person-job combination. To do this, AFHRL supported a joint AFMPC-ATC-AFHRL working group by using Policy Specifying to model the group's classification payoff policy. Two separate but similar payoff algorithms were developed to classify pre-enlistment and post-enlistment individuals.

Pre-Enlistment Classification Payoff Algorithm

All of the variables originally included in the initial PROMIS system, such as job difficulty, individual aptitude, and rate of job fill, were also included in the new payoff algorithm (see Appendix A). The working group decided to add three variables concerning the cost of investing in each recruit:

1. Cost of Training
2. Loss Rate
3. Completion Probability

These new variables were included to ensure that placing a recruit with a small predicted chance of completing his first term into a specialty with a high cost of Training would receive a relatively low payoff, particularly if the specialty had experienced high attrition losses.

Since a measure of vocational preference was also advocated in RPR 79-2, the working group included in the algorithm the recruit's appropriate score on the Vocational Interest Career Examination (VOICE). The VOICE is a good predictor of job satisfaction (Alley, 1978). The VOICE score was to be included as a replacement for the individual's stated preference for one of the four enlistment aptitude areas (Mechanical, Administrative, General, or Electronic) when VOICE was approved for operational use.
The evaluation scheme for the new pre-enlistment classification algorithm was very simple. The working group selected several representative sets of individual cases and job data. AFHRL used the proposed algorithm to generate person-job payoffs for these sample profiles. As does PROMIS, each set of jobs for each person was rank-ordered, and presented to the working group. The working group representatives then took the sample profiles to their respective offices for review and comment. After any necessary changes, this working group review continued until there was a group consensus that these rankings were acceptable.

Post-Enlistment Classification Payoff Algorithm

All of the variables of the pre-enlistment algorithm were also included in the post-enlistment algorithm in the same Policy Specifying structure. Two additional variables, which are collected after the recruit's arrival at Basic Military Training (BMT), were also included (see Appendix A). The first variable was the Preference Match. The second variable was the trainee's rating by a classification interviewer on the trainee's general potential for success in the service. Both of these items were incorporated into the proposed algorithm according to the suggestion of the 3507 Airman Classification Squadron (3507ACS), which manages the post-enlistment classification system at BMT.

The 3507ACS also helped AFHRL design the tests of the proposed post-enlistment algorithm. For each of the four enlistment areas, a set of 10 representative specialties was chosen. Using a randomly selected set of 60 trainees for each area, the payoff algorithm was used to compute all the possible person-job payoffs. These 60 trainees were then classified into the specialties, using an optimization program (Langley, Kennington, & Shetty, 1974) to maximize the overall payoff sum. These four tests were repeated with 20 sets of 670 randomly selected trainees, with the main criteria, determined by the 3507ACS, being the preference matching and the priorities of the specialties being filled.

III. RESULTS

1. For a recruit with a small probability of completing his first term, the pre-enlistment algorithm ranked high cost/high loss jobs at the bottom of his list, all other variables held constant.

2. AFHRL delivered the pre-enlistment classification payoff algorithm by letter and computer documentation to AFMPC in January 1980.

3. In repetitive simulation situations, the post-enlistment algorithm filled the highest priority specialties before the lower priority ones and matched about 85% of the trainees' preferences. This compares to about 60% preference matching for the operational system in effect at that time.

4. AFHRL delivered the post-enlistment classification by letter and computer documentation to AFMPC in November 1979, with copies to the 3507ACS. ATC decided to use the algorithm to replace the current post-enlistment classification system, called the Processing and Classification of Enlisted Personnel (PACE). AFHRL provided extensive mathematical and computer programming support to the ATC Data Automation Directorate.
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APPENDIX A: PERSON-JOB MATCH VARIABLES

Original 1976 Implementation

Aptitude-Difficulty Component: match between specialty’s difficulty and person’s aptitude

Technical School Success Component: success predicted by—

- Armed Forces Qualifying Test Score
- Mechanical, Administrative, General, and Electronic composites of the Airman Qualification Examination (predecessor of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery)
- Graduation from High School
- Completion of Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, English

Area Preference Component: individual’s stated preference for the appropriate enlistment aptitude area

Variable Fill Component: priority of the specialty, number of days remaining to fill the specialty, number of jobs remaining in the specialty, total number of jobs released for the specialty

Minority Fill Component: total number of jobs released for the specialty, number of minorities classified into the specialty, minority goal for the specialty

Proposed Additions for Pre-Enlistment and Post-Enlistment Classification

Cost of Training: specialty’s cost from Air Training Command cost factors

Loss Rate: specialty’s last-year attrition rate from AFHRL files

Completion Probability: individual’s predicted probability of completing first term, based on age, test scores, high school courses (from Air Force Project IMAGE [Improved Minimum Airmen Guidelines for Enlistment])

VOICE Score: individual’s VOICE score for the specialty

Proposed Additions for Post-Enlistment Classification

Preference Match: the degree to which specialty matches trainee’s specialty preferences collected at BMT

Interviewer Rating: trainee’s rating by a BMT classification interviewer on trainee’s general potential for service success